
THE RESPLANTA® TECHNOLOGY
RESPLANTA® ingredients are produced using an exclusive 
trans-esterification technology. As the process is not a direct 
condensation, the RESPLANTA® ingredients retain key attributes 
of the starting oils.The fatty acid composition is retained. 
RESPLANTA® ingredients reflect the appearance and composition 
of the starting oils. The unsaponifiable fraction of the starting oils 
(phytosterols, squalene, vitamins, etc.) are retained, unlike in 
directly ethoxylated oils commonly found on the market.

RESPLANTA® MACADAMIA is a non-ionic water-soluble 
ingredient that allows incorporation of macadamia oil into 
formulations. 

In cleansing products it enhances oil-removing properties 
without breaking the foam.

EASY TO USE

CONDITIONING AND RAPAIR PROPERTIES 

MULTIFUNCTIONALITY: hydration, emolliency, 
co-emulsification, rheology & foam enhancement

Macadamia Seed Oil Glycereth-8 Esters

INNOVATIVE INGREDIENTS

OUR SUSTAINABLE WATER SOLUBLE OILS

PLANTA®

RESPLANTA® MACADAMIA MB
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RESPLANTA BABASSU

Brown hair perm not treated.

Brown hair with perm treated 
with base shampoo.

Brown hair with perm treated 
with base shampoo with 3% 
Resplanta MAC.

CONDITIONING AND REPAIR ACTIVITY
OF RESPLANTA® MACADAMIA
Pollution, styling, and UV exposure can damage our hair.
Washing and conditioning our hair brings a certain level of improvement.

The addition of a small  percentage of RESPLANTA® MACADAMIA 
into Hair Care formulations significantly improves the condition of hair 
strands and the overall appearance.

INNOVATIVE INGREDIENTS

The data provided in this publication is based on our current knowledge and experience and is offered 
free of charge and in good faith for guidance only. It does not constitute a guarantee in the legal 
sense of the term and in view of the multiple factors that may affect processing and applications, it 
does not relieve those to whom we supply our products from the responsibility of carrying out their 
own tests and experiments. All express and implied warranties are disclaimed. Any relevant patent 
rights and existing legislations and regulations must be observed.
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